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A Neurocomputational Model of Sentence Processing for Robots
X. Hinaut1,2,3

There has been an important progress these last years in
speech recognition systems. The word recognition error rate
went down with the arrival of deep learning methods.
However, if one uses cloud speech API and integrate it inside a
robotic architecture [3][11], one faces a non negligible
number of wrong sentence recognition. Thus speech
recognition can not be considered as solved (because many
sentences out of their contexts are ambiguous). We believe
that contextual solutions (i.e. adaptable and trainable on
different HRI applications) have to be found. In this
perspective, the way children learn language and how our
brains process utterances may help us improve how robots
process language. Getting inspiration from language
acquisition theories and how the brain processes sentences
we previously developed a neuro-inspired model of sentence
processing [2][4]. In this study, we investigate how this model
can process different levels of abstractions as input: sequence
of phonemes, seq. of words or grammatical constructions. We
see that even if the model was only tested on grammatical
constructions before, it has better performances with words
and phonemes inputs.

Materials & Methods
Sentence parsing model with different input conditions
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Materials & Methods
Echo State Networks [7]
Update equation of the reservoir (recurrent layer) and
the readout (output layer):
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Example of one input sentence in different conditions
Matrices Win and W are randomly generated.
Training of the output weights with ridge regression

Model details and parameters
Number of reservoir units: 500.
Spectral radius: 1. Input scaling: 0.6. Reservoir weight
std: 0.1. Leak-rate: 0.06. Regularization param.: 2.5*10-4
for PHON and WORD, and 5*10-6 for CONST. Infrequent
word threshold for INF: 5.

Sentence examples produced by users

- Input: “Point the triangle and then touch it”
- Output: point (triangle) ; touch (triangle)

Seq. of Phonemes [PHON]
Seq. of Words [WORD]
Grammatical Constructions [CONST]
[WORD] + [INF]
[CONST] + [INF]
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Results
Mean error in percent (with std) for full sentence comprehension

Corpus is composed of 190 English sentences. [3][5]
Word to phoneme conversion is done with CMU dict.

Conditions

Default

INF

NOISE

PHON

18.49 (1.76)

N/A

33.11 (0.77)

WORD

18.12 (1.38)

16.51 (1.26)

29.73 (0.48)

CONST

21.46 (1.41)

17.71 (1.49)

40.53 (0.77)

Results for 10-fold cross-validation (4-fold for NOISE) averaged over 100 instances. Full sentence comprehension imply
that all output roles are correctly recognized.

Discussion
This study tried to understand what kind of input information
is most relevant for learning to parse sentences with simple
neurocognitive mechanisms (unstructured recurrent
networks and Hebbian-like learning). Results showed that
WORD condition performing best in normal conditions, but
only from a short increase in performance.
We also explored noisy conditions, where 5% of the words
were randomly replaced by other words. WORD and PHON
conditions resisted better to noise than CONST condition.
Given these results, we speculate that the PHON condition
would give better results than WORD cond. when dealing
with real speech inputs.
In future work, we will process real speech data in order to:
(1) test different speech recognizers that will provide
sequences of phonemes or seq. of words; (2) use the
recognized phonemes/words to train and test the current
model, and see which condition PHON/WORD/CONST gives
the best generalization.
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Links
Video of Human-Robot Interaction:
youtu.be/FpYDco3ZgkU
Corpus and code:
github.com/neuronalX/EchoRob
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